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(1) Do not place a comma before or after a series.

TNCORRECT The coach expects, obedience, hard work,
quick thinking, from every person on the team.

CORRECT The coach expects obediencer hard workt
quick thinking from every person on the team.

ExcEPTtoN The abbreviation etc. is always followed by a comma
unless it occurs at the end of a sentence.

EXAMPLE Bring food, comfortable shoes, a sleeping bug, etc.,
for the overnight hike.

(21 When the words and, or, or nor ioin the last two items
in a series, the comma beiore the conjunction is sometimes
omitted. Follow the practice prescribed by your teacher.
Never omit the final comma, however, if such an omission
will make the sentence unclear.

UNCLEAR Zinnias come in many colors: yellow, orange, purple,
magenta, red and white. [Do zinnias come in five or
six colors? If the answer is "six," then a comma should
be used after red.l

CLEAR Zinnias come in many colors: yellow, orange, purple,
magenta, red, and white.

F NorE Wq""t"ds customarily used in pairs are set off as one
item in a series: pancakes and syrup, bread and butter, profit
and loss, hat and coat, pork and beans, etc.

EXAMPLE Breakfast at the inn consists of orange juiceg ham and
eggst toastg and coffee.

(3) Do not use commas when all the items of a series are
linked by and, or, or nor.

EXAMpLES Mother and Father and Jane all took a bus.

The forecasters could not make up their minds - they
predicted sunshine or clouds or showers.

//R
(t\jz+r. Use commas to separate two or nlore adiectivesvthat rnbdify the same noun.

EXAMPLE She is a youngr dynamic, creative woman.

ts NorE A comma is unnecessary before a modifier so closely

I
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associated with the noun that the two words are thought of as

one. (Two words this closely related are referred to as an open

compound: disc jockey, young woman, movie actor.)

EXAMPLE She is a dynamic, creative young woman.

To determine whether two adjectives modify the noun

equally, substitute and for the possible comma: dynamic
(and) creative young woman. If this can be done, then a

comma is necess ary. Also, if the order of the adjectives

can be reversed, then a comma is needed: She is a creative,

dynamic young womnn.

EXERCISE 2. Some of the following sentences contain
series requiring commas. Number your paper 1.-10. Copy
after the proper number the words in each sentence that
should be followed by a comfi&, placing the comma after
the word. Watch for sentences in which the inclusion or
omission of a comma affects the meaning. Be prepared to
explain the punctuation that you use. If a sentence does

not require any commas, write C after the number.

l. The dull dreary morning sky looked ominous to the members

of the mountain-climbing expedition.

2. The article about Gertrude Stein considered her social back-
ground her style and her theories of poetry.

3. He was formerly on the staff of the embassies in Moscow,
Berlin, Vienna, and Madrid.

4. We studied the following authors in English class this se-

mester: Richard Wright Lorraine Hansberry James Baldwin
and Margaret Walker.

5. My birthday gifts included a new coat with a hat to match

a dress of the same color a handbag and shoes of very soft

leather and a glft certificate for fifty dollars'

6. After its last meeting, the student council suggested that

monitors be stationed in the halls that discipline problems

be tried before a student court and that seniors be dismissed

from class one minute before the last bell of the day.

7 . Paper pencils rulers etc. will be provided to students at the

beginning of the test.
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I 8. This outdoor furniture comes in various color combinations:

I red and white green and black yellow and brown and blue

I and silver.

I 
9. 

H; 
you ever experienced such a miserably cold wet sum-

I 10. Infinite patience an inquiring mind and a sense of humor

L are assets in any profession.

$commas 
Between lndependent Clauses
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249. Use a comma before and, but, or, nor, for, Uet
when they join independent clauses.

EXAMeLEs We subscribe to seven magazines, and I find it
possible to read all of them every month.

Marisol was born in France, but she grew up

South America.

Mr. Ballin is a popular teacherg for he communicates
well with studentse and he is interested in their
careers.

Rule 24g applies to compound sentences, not compound
verbs, compound subjects, and the like. In the examples
below, commas should not be used.

EXAMeLES I ordered four pairs of mittens but received only'
three pairs. [compound verb]
What we hope for and what we get are usually two
quite different things. lcompound subject]

My sister did her undergraduate work at Cornell and

her graduate work at Yale. [compound object]

lowed freedom in its application. When two independent clauses
joined by a conjunction are very short and closely connected in
thought, the comma between them may be omitted.

EXAMpLES The curtain rose and I was "on."
I'll meet you but I'll be late.

should never be omitted if a sentence is unclear

I'll wait for Stephen and Ana can go with you.

The comma
without it.

NOT CLEAR

pr .Z Ccotn+.) rheGomma>*, fl
[Most readers would have to go over this sentence
twice before realizing that the writer is not saying
I'll wait for Stephen and Ana.l

cLEAR I'll wait for Stephen, and Ana can go with you.

You are expected to follow Rule 24e in all instances in the
exercises in this book.

Nonessential Elements

4h. Use commas to set off nonessential clauses and
onessential participial phrases.

il'i'A nonessential clause or phrasel is exactly what the adjec-
it., tive says it is - not essential. Such a clause may be used to
r'r=i.;l,.: J^^^-:L^ ^rr-!--_ )-- t-!,- - ' rl-. - t t t ,it'i dsssribe something, to explain something, or to add extra
'S,, r lt .. t , ..

i*. information, but it can be omitted without changing the
'+,, ,,L^^2^ / 

-rf ^l\ -l.^^ 
^-o rl- -L-ffiasic (essential) meaning of the sentence.

11|,,iir,,

*"NoNEssENTtAL Margaret Meadg who was a disciple of Ruth
Benedi et9 was a noted anthropologist.

$il The basic meaning of this sentence is Margaret Mead

ft,ii,,

$$l'Notice what happens to the meaning of the sentence if we
*ii'omit the subordinate clause; we are left with Most clauses
!r:.:(1

$1.,are nonessential. Obviously, this is not the meaning in-

fi,1nded by the writer. 
- 
In this 

-sentence, 
omitting the subor-

i:,:

$:ir,,'

iiii"'r Nonessential phrases and clauses are also called unrestrictive or non-
restrictive.
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(that modifu proper nouns) is essential to the meaning. We
call this clause essential because it restricts or limits the
word that it modifies (clauses); that is, it tells us that those
clauses that modifu proper nouns-and only those clauses

- are almost always nonessential.

NONESSENTIAL Margaret Meadt who is the author of Blackberry
winter, wrote several books on anthropology.
lMargaret Mead wrote several books on anthro-
pology is the basic meaning of the sentence;
therefore, commas.f

ESSENTIAL The early experiences that Margaret Mead had

;,:J;;:;',";,?:ni"]7,':::;o::,:;,:;:,:"::
recorded in her book Blackberry winter is not
the basic meaning of the sentence; therefore,
no commas.l

NONESSENTIAL American drama, which began its development
later than the American novel, underwent a
renaissance in the 1920's.

ESSENTIAL The one dramatist who was most responsible for
the renaissance was Eugene O'Neill.

Understanding the difference between essential and non-
essential clauses can be a valuable help in expressing the
exact meaning that you have in mind. If commas were
never used, some clauses could often be interpreted as
either essential or nonessential.

EXAM PLE 
*n'ffld:L:"?1"J; I'J"H%X1fiff:*' 

suspense(,)

Notice the commas in parentheses. If these commas are
included in the sentence, we have one meaning; if they are
omitted, we have another, and very different, rneaning.
when commas are used, the writer is saying that every
mystery story reader will enjoy Agatha Christie; the infor-
mation in the subordinate clause merely explains why they
will dp so. Without the commas, however, the subordinate
clause is essential and the meaning of the sentence is that
only those who especially appreciate suspense will enjoy
reading Christie; others may not.
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Participial Phrases

Participial phrases, like clauses, may be nonessential or
essential. To differentiate nonessential- from essential
phrases, use the same tests that you have applied to clauses.
When in doubt, read the sentence without the phrase; if
the sentence still has the same basic meaning, the phrase

is nonessential and should be set off by commas.

NoNEssENTtAL The President, knowing the need for drastic
action, declared the entire state a disaster area.

Uf knowing the needfor drastic action is omitted,
the meaning of the sentence is not changed.J

EssENTtAL Anyone knowing the condition of the region
will approve the President's action. [The phrase
knowing the condition of the region is necessary
to make the meaning clear.l

NoNEssENTtAL Rosemary Casalse known to many Americanst
plays an excellent tennis game.

ESsENTIAL A Casals tennis match played at Wimbledon took
over two hours.

EXERCISE 3. Some of the sentences in this exercise con-
tain nonessential phrases and clauses; others contain essen-
tial phrases and clauses. None of the sentences are ambigu-
ous; that is, the italicized groups of words must be either
nonessential or essential. Number your paper l-20. If the
italicized phrase or clause is essential, write E after the
proper number; if it is nonessential, write Commas to
indicate that you would use commas in this sentence.

1. Anyone wishing to join the Biology Club on its figld trip
should notify the secretary before ten o'clock tomorrow.

2. Alfalfa which rei'urns nitrogen to the soi/ is used extensivelf
in crop rotation.

3. The symphony that Beethoven called the "Eroica" was com-
posed to celebrate the memory of a great man.

4. From the composer's letters, we know that the "great man"
whom he had in mind was Napoleon Bonaparte.

5. Natalie Curtis always interested in American Indian music
was an early recorder of American Indian songs.
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6. That newborn snakes can live for months without food is
a fact known to few people

7 . The musici an who founded the annual music festival in Puerto

Rico was Pablo Casals

8. Semantics which is concerned with the meanings of words

and their effects on human behavior is an interesting study

for high school students.

9. Their house which is perched on the bluff is completely
modern in design and materials.

10. All persons applying for the position of camp counselor
must have had previous experience.

11. The new highway is the one that skirts the city.

12. Latin America covers an area stretching from Mexico to

Cape Horn.

13. The Cabinet which includes heads of executive departments

advises the President on national and international affairs.

14. Some of the hikers unaccustomed to the fast pace fell behind

soon after we started the climb.

15. The new requirements apply to any student who wishes ta

take an honors course.

16. The new car looking better than ever in the bright sunlight

cruised down the emPtY highwaY.

17 . The man living next door is a retired admiral.

18. Novels and short stories that attempt to recreate life as it is
do not always end haPPilY.

lg. The comments printed as footnotes in the second

make amusing reading.

.ii:!;

edition 
''.'u

20. Mrs. Peabody who loved the movies always brought her own

popcorn.

lntroductory Elements

e a comma after certain introductory elements'

a comma after words such as well, Ue$, no, whv,

sentelrce.f, when they begin a

EXAMPLES Whyr I can't believe it!
No, it's impossible to leave now.

-

Well, I will thin[ it over.
Yes, I can join you tomorrow.

) Use a comma after an introductory participial phrase.

EXAMPLES Rapping her gavel on the table, Shirley called the
meeting to order. [present participle]
Struck by lightning, the ancient oak tree crashed to
the ground. [past participle]

verbal nouns, or gerunds (see page 48). when a gerund phrase
is used as the subject of a sentence, do not mistake it for an
introductory participial phrase.

E x A M p L E s 
ffi :: " i+l,; ;:ilil' ol"**'" : ;,y;;'Lr':#",;:
T,,:l"; ln 

"::iTJ:,h:rffi,1,n, 

peace and
quiet absent during the daytime. [The introductory
participial phrase modifies /.1

) Use a comma after a succession of introductory prepo-
gltlonal phrases.

EXAMPLE During the first half of our trip down the Mississippi,
all five of us were seasick.

F HorE A single introductory prepositional phrase need not
,,be followed by a comma unless it is parenthetical (on the other
hand, in general) or the comma helps to make the meaning clear.

EXAMPLES In Paris, jaywalking is not a punishable offense.
tWithout the comma, a hasty reader might misunder-
stand this sentence.l

On the other hand, jaywalking in New York City is

{{} use a comma alter an introductory adverb clause.

EXAMPLES While the hardcover edition of the book was still on
the best-seller list, a paperback edition was published.

,'

and parodiesr we sometimes read it in English class.
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A subordinate clause that follows an independent clause

is not usually set off by a comma.

EXAMpLE Acres of valuable timberland in the state of Wash-
ington were destroyed when a volcano erupted in 1980.

(EXERCISh This exercise covers all comma rules to this
%apter. Number your paper l-10. copy afterpornt rn tl
the proper number the words in each sentence that should
be followed by a comma, then place a comma after each of
these words.

If I had known that it was going to be such hard work I
might not have taken the junior course in creative writing.

Mrs. Gladstone who was teaching the course that year was
the teacher I had had in sophomore English and I thought I
could gain a lot from taking her course.

3. Well after a few weeks of assignments I realized that there
was a lot more to writing a story than putting words down
on paper.

4. Because the stories in our literature anthology seemed so

short simple and easy to read I had thought it would be a
,

breeze.

5. At first I decided to write a football story but then I realized
that I really did not know enough about football having played
the game only a few times.

6. After discarding polo and ice hockey for the same reason tr

got an inspiration.

7 . I would write a story about the War Between the States for we

gx,Ll
lnterupters

24i. Use commas to set off
the senteRce.

Two commas are needed
expression comes first or

The Comma

I

expressions that interrupt

to set off an expression unless the
last in the sentence.

l.

2.

',ti

Confederate soldier',ii

Battle of Gettysburg,.i

9. My difficulty was that I had never been in the South and had,!

never been q soldier; I was a young peaceable high school ';

girl living in a quiet country town in New England.

10. When I was ready to give up I remembered that the best way i

to write is to choose a subject that you know about have;l$

(1) Appositives and appositive phrases are usually set off
by commas.

An appositive is a word - with or without modifiers - that
follows a noun or a pronoun and identifies or explains it.
An appositive phrase consists of an appositive and its
modifiers.

EXAMPLES Claude McKay's Banio, the book I have often told
you about, was first published in rgzg) the year the
Great Depression began.
Have you met Mr. Luro, our new spanish teacher?

When an appositive is so closely related to the word it
modifies that it appears to be part of that word, ro comma
is necessary. An appositive of this kind is called a restric-
tive appositive. It is usually one word.

ExAMPLES her cousin Arlene
the French writer Colette
my friend Boris

the word dichotomy

words used in direct address are set off by commas.
MPLES Helen, did you hear what I said?

I know, Ram6n, that you will do well.
What is you4, chief complaint, children?

(3) Parenthetical expressions are set off by commas.

Many words and phrases are used parenthetically. Such
expressions may serve as explanations or qualifications, but
they do not affect the grammatical construction of the sen-

had been studying it in history.

8. When I tried to imagine how a young
would feel about having to fight in the
I was at a loss again.

experienced or have discovered for yourself.
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tence in which they appear. The following list contains a

few of the most commonly used parenthetical expressions.

after all
as a matter of fact
by the way
consequently
for example
however
I believe (hope, think, etc.)

EXAMeLES As a matter of fact, I was just going to call you.

That is, of course, only one opinion.

Why don't you come, too?

Of course, these expressions
thetically. When they are not,
commas.

EXAMPLES It is, in my opinion,
theticall
Are you interested in my opinion of the book? [not
parentheticall

NorE A contrasting expression introduced by not is p&r€Il'

off by commas.thetical and should be set

EXAM pLE It is the humidity, not the heat, that is so exhausting.

Subrule (3 ) is often deliberately not followed for several

reasons. First, the commas that set off a parenthetical ex-

pression are sometimes omitted to avoid an overpunctuated
sentence. Second, and of great importance, is the matter of
intention. When you wish the reader to pause, to consider
the expression as parenthetical, set it off; if not, leave it
unpunctuated. You will always be safe, however, if you

follow subrule (3).

&,4!@@3r'/44dfr

tEXEng$fr> This exercise covers the four kinds of inter-
rupters discussed in the preceding pages. Copy the fol'
lowing sentences, and insert commas wherever needed.

1. I think they would be surprised to learn that rules are not

as a matter of fact made to be broken.

Et' 5 The Comma
t

2' Ms. Grant's office the one at the end of the hall contains
most if not all the books you will need.

3' Some of Eugene O'Neill's early plays moody one-act dramas
of the sea established his reputation with at least one impor-
tant group the critics.

4. Now ladies and gentlemen of the jury the time has come to
consider the facts and to reach a just decision.

5. Some novels such as Moby Dick and The Red Badge of
Courage are more than just the adventure stories they ap-
pear to be on the surface.

6' Martha my first cousin told Fred her brother that my sister
Jane wanted to meet Fred's friend Larry.

7 ' Mark Twain was not merely a clown and entertainer but a
great novelist perhaps the greatest of his time and place.

8. Mrs. Phillips the principal of our high school has one out-
standing characteristic: she always tries I think to be fair to
the students.

9. It is the pressure of getting work in on time not the work
itself that gets on my nerves.

l0' Why may I ask did you promise to keep the secret when as
a matter of fact you knew you were not going to do so?

Conventional Uses
r 24k' Use a comma in certain conventional situations.

t1) Use a comma to separate items in dates and addresses.

$1" 
rxnuPLES The reunion was held on Wednesdaye June l6e lggl.

il" Helene's new address is 35 Rumsen Street, Hiram,
$t Ohio 44234. [Notice thar the zip code number fol-i*'' lows the name of the state without punctuation.l5l:ll:

i-t:i"i ,

tion is necessary.

EXAMPLE In July 1976 we celebrated the two-hundredth anni-
versary of the United States.

When the items are joined by a preposition, commas are
not used.

incidentally
in fact
in the first place
naturally
nevertheless
on the other hand
therefore

need not be used paren-
do not set them off by

an excellent book. [paren-

It is on Rou te 64 near princeton, New Jersey.


